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Abstract

Induction motors are work horse of industries and are essentially

constant speed machines at utility supply voltage with rated loads.

Advent of modern power electronics has made possible the use of

these motors m variable speed applications incorporating

inverter/voltage controller/cycloconverter control. Induction motors

offer maximum efficiency near their rated speed at rated load

condition. Aboverated speed, their performance may be controlled by

V/f control using modem inverters. However, the open loop control

strategy is still being investigated for lower than rated speed with

reduced load. Present methods available in the literature being used for

such operationof these motors are complicatedand not satisfactory.As

a result for better energy utilization and management, energy efficient

motors are being proposed.
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In this thesis, efforts have been made to fmd a method to obtain

maximum attainable efficiency of these motors in open loop control for

various loading. A simple control strategy has been developed for

obtaining maximum achievable efficiency of these motors at loads

lower than rated values. The strategy provides the expression of slip

value interms of motor parameters and fraction of load. Maintaining

this slip will ensure maximum efficiency of a motor at that particular

load. Using this slip value a VII relationship of the motor in terms of

motor parameters is derived which will ensure maximum attainable

efficiency of these motors.

In normal practice, the VII ratio dictated by the formulas developed

can be maintained for a motor by power converters. In this thesis work,

effort has been made to implement the scheme at lower than rated

speed by a three phase pulse width modulated (PWM) voltage

controller. Microcomputer control of a three phase PWM voltage

controller has been developed for the implementation of the control
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strategy proposed in the thesis. In implementation of microcomputer

based PWM voltage controller, simple algebraic equation are being

used to generate the PWM gating pulses. The synchronization problem

of gate pulse with input sine supply voltage is solved using a new

technique on a previously reported PWM generation technique using

microcomputer alone having parallel port as the output. Necessary

power circuit and interface circuits were designed and fabricated as

required for the implementation of a 3-phase PWM voltage controller

for the purpose of verification of the proposed open loop control

strategy to obtain maximum achievable efficiency of an induction

.motor at variable loads.
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CHAPTER!

~,

1.0 Introduction:

Squirrel cage induction motors are used e1l.1ensivelyin indu&1rial, conmJercial and

domestic applications because of their simple, rugged and maintenance frce

construction & operation. These motors are fairly efficient. With the advent of solid

state voltage and frequency converters like voltage controller, cycloconverter and

inverters, induction motors are fmding applications requiring speed adjustment, where,

expensive dc motors have so far been the only work horse.

Induction motors have their maximum efficiency when they are operated at their rated

voltage and at a certain load conditions. At any other load, the cfficiency of these

motors fall (either with increase or decrease in load). Maximum efficiency which occur

at rated voltage cannot be achieved for these motors at other loads . However,

researchers are still investigating ways to achieve maximum achievable efficiency of

induction motors at variable load condition to save energy cost of operating these

motors. The main focus in their research has been to adjust voltage, frequency or

voltage-frequency of a motor to obtain maximum achievable efficiency at any load.

In normal practice, power converters like ac voltage controllers and inverters are used

to implement efficiency enhancement schemes. AC voltage controllers are used in

limited manner to control induction motors below their rated speeds, whereas, inverters

are used for wide range of load and speed variation. Voltage controllers use rms output

1
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voltage control and inverters use both voltage and frequency control to achieve their

control.

In this thesis, a new scheme of voltage to current (VII) ratio control is proposed to

obtain maximum achievable efficiency of an induction motor operating at variable

loads. Practical implementation of the scheme can be achieved by voltage controllers

having pulse width modulated (PWM) control using microcomputers. Normal phase

controlled voltage controller can also be used for the purpose. But as the proposed

scheme will use calculations on monitored line quantities and machine parameters in

decision making by computer, it is desirable that improved waveforms of voltage

controllers be incorporated in the scheme by modern PWM techniques.

1.1.1 Operation of Induction motors at rated and variable loads.

Induction motors are substantially constant speed motors. Introduction of high power

static converters like voltage controllers, inverters and cycloconverters have made

possible their use in applications requiring adjustable speeds. Variable speed operation

of normal induction motors are also desirable as these motors do not operate at

maximum achievable efficiency with variable load. TIle efficiency of an induction

motor is at maximum when it is operated from a rated voltage source with a particular

load connected to its shafts. In practical situation i,e in fluid pumping, the motor in usc

may not be handling same load at all the time. Whenever the load deviates , the

efficiency of an induction motor decreases both for increase in the load or decrease in

2
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the load. It has been a constant effort of the researchers to fmd various ways to achieve

the maximum possible efficiency of induction motors at changed loads. This is not

achievable at rated voltage. The maximum possible efficiency at any other load is less

than the maximum efficiency of the motor due to change in losses. Together with the

motor, loads like pumps may also demand ehange in operating quantities to haw a

maximum achievable efficiency operation. Hence it has been constant effort of

researcher to find ways to get enhanced efficiency operation either by change in

frequency or by change in supply voltage.

An induction motor may be characterized by an equivalent circuit as shown in figure

1.1. Following approximate performance expression can be derived [1] ,

•

I -r- 1.1.1

1 (~JCPr= 4.44KN f

1.1.2

1.1.3

Where, all symbols are in standard notations. The approximate efficiency equation of

the motor is,

4
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l-S
or,TJ = R (I J

l+S_1 i
Rz Iz

1.1.4

1.1.5

I. 1.6

As evident from the equation 1.1.6, the efficiency of the motor depends on mainly thc

rotor and stator currents and the slip of the motor. Again the currents and slip arc

dependent on applied voltage and frequency of the supply to the motor. So the effort is

mainly concentrated on the voltage and frequency control of induction motors to

enhance their efficiency at operating loads. To formulate an efficiency enhancement

scheme of an induction motor, it is always necessary to estimate the efficiency of the

motor.

1.1.2 Method ofmaximum efficiency estimation of Induction motor

In order to estimate energy losSes of an induction motor it is essential to detemline its

efficiency. A large amount of energy can be saved if efficient motors are uscd. A~a

result, emphasis is being placed to enhance motor efficiency during thcir operation.

Usually tests are made to find efficiency of induction motors before installation.

However, it is also necessary to monitor their efficiency in-situ to implement any

efficiency enhancement scheme. Conventional methods [2] of determining efficiency of

5



an induction machine is to obtain equivalent circuit parameters from standard tests at

different slips or by direct loading [3]. These methods are usually used in

manufacturing plants or in laboratories. No accurate in-situ efficiency measurement

teclmiques are available so far. In reference [4] the authors have developed a mcthod

to calculate the efficiency of the induction motor during operation. In this method the

authors proposed to measure input power and matched characteristics of an induction

motor to determine by computer in site. The method provides the e&1imateof the

efficiency based on known characteristic curves. In reference [5] the authors put

forward a method based on calculation of two quantities, one a measured efficiency

value under an arbitrary loading condition and the other under no load condition. The

method uses power, current and speed of the motor during two conditions witllOut

measurement ofloads.

In tllis tllesis it is our objective to achieve enhanced efficiency operation of induction

motor below its rated speed by voltage control. To implement such scheme, a control

scheme is to be adopted which will ensure such enhanced efficiency operation. A new

method of estimating efficiency from motor's input voltage, current and parameters is

suggested for tlIis purpose in tllls thesis. Voltage control of the motor is to be achieved

by pulse width modulated voltage controller to have better wave shape of motor's

voltage and current and also to reduce hannonic losses that would have occurred due

to the presence oflow frequency components. Also, the Pulse widtJl modulated scheme
.r>
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will be implemented by microcomputer generation of the switching signals for the

static voltage controller.

1.2 A.C Voltage controller.

The Power flow of ac supply to load can be controlled by a controlled static switch

connected between ac supply and load. This type of power circuit is called ac voltage

controllers. Usual application of ac voltage controllers are, speed control of polyphase

induction motors, heating , transformer tap changing etc. Normally two types of

controls are used for power transfer, these are ,

1. On-off control

2. Phase control

In on-off control, power is connected to the load for few cycles, by turning on the

power switch followed by disconnecting the switch for few cycles. In phase control,

static switches connect the load to the ac source for a portion of each cycle of input

voltage. The ac voltage controller can be classified as follows,

I. Single phase controller

2. Three phase controller

Each of the above may again be subdivided in the following categories,

(a) Unidirectional or halfwave control and

(b) Bi-directional or full wave control.

7



The three phase controllers have many configuration depending on static switch

connection. Switches are line commutated because the input voltage is ac. Normally

thyristors are used in voltage controllers. In applications requiring up to the 400 Hz,

TRIACs are also used if available voltage and current ratings are satisfied. Due to line

and natural commutation, ac voltage controller circuits are simple. The nature of

output waveforms is nonsinusoidal and the analysis involving explicit eJl.-pressionsfor

the performance assessment is not simple, especially for phase angle controlled

converters with RL loads. The investigation of this thesis provides us with a scheme in

which maintaining VII ratio of a motor may allow one to operate induction motor at a

maximum attainable efficiency at various loads. This control scheme may be

incorporated in a drive by a microcomputer controlled static converter, particularly, by

a voltage controller in the simplest way. Since a microcomputer is necessary for the

necessary calculations of VII ratios and generation of control signals, pulse width

modulation control of the three phase voltage controller is also suggested in the

implementation. Pulse width modulation of power converters have many advantages

over their normal counter parts [6]. It is thcrefore ell.]Jedcd that PWM microcomputer

controlled voltage controller will meet the objectives of research goals of this thesis.

1.3 Pulse width modulation techniques (PWM)

In pulse width modulated static converters, switching devices are switched on and ofT

many times within a half cycle to generate variable voltage output which normally is

8



low in harmonic content. There are several PWM teclmiques. The commonly used

techniques are [7],

a) Single pulse width modulation.

b) Multiple pulse width modulation.

c) Sinusoidal pulse width modulation.

d) Modified sine pulse width modulation.

e) Delta modulation.

f) Optimum pulse width modulation and

g) Hysteresis current controlled pulse width modulation.

In the single pulse width modulation control, there is only one pulse per half cycle. The

width of the pulse is varied to control the inverter output voltage. The frequency

change is also achieved in the same circuit (fig 1.3.1). In single pulse width

modulation the harmonics at the output increase as the widths of the pulses are

reduced. The harmonic contents,at lower output voltages can be significantly reduced

by using several pulses in each half cycle (fig.1.3.2). This is termed as multiple pulse

width modulation. The most commonly used technique is sinusoidal pulse width

modulation (fig. 1.3.3). In this technique an isosceles triangle carrier wave is compared

with a sine wave and cross-over points determine the point of commutation [8]. Except

at low frequency range, the carrier is synchronized with the modulating signal, and an

even integral ratio is maintained to improve the harmonic content. The fundamental

9
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output voltage is varied by variation of the modulation index. If the modulation index

is less than unity, only the carrier frequency harmonics with the fundamental frequency

related side bands appear at the output. This type of waveform results in less hannonic

heating and torque pulsation. In sinusoidal pulse width modulation (SPWM) the width

of the pulses that are nearer to the peak of the sine wave don't change significantly with

the variation of modulation index. A modified technique is employed, called modified

sinusoidal pulse width modulation, in which the carrier wave is applied during the first

and last 60 degree intervals per half cycle. In this technique the fundamental

component increases and the harmonic characteristics are improved. It reduces the

number of switching points and thereby reduces switching losses (fig 1.3.4). Some

better techniques have been developed by the researchers recently. These include,

I) Staircase modulation.

2) Stepped modulation.

3) Harmonic injection modulation.

4) Delta modulation.

5) Hysteresis Current controlled Modulation.

In staircase modulation [9J, the modulating signal is a staircase wave, as shown in

figure (1.3.5). The levels of staircase are calculated to eliminate specific harmonics.

Staircase modulation technique is reconunended for greater than 15 pulses pcr cycle.

This type of control provides a high quality output voltage with a fundamental value

13
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upto 0.94 Vs . In ~1eppedmodulation [10] the modulating sine wave is dividcd into

specified intervals to eliminate specific harmonics (fig. 1.3.6). In trapczoidal

modulation the gated signals are generated by comparing a triangular carrier wave

with a modulating trapezoidal wave [7,11] as shown in figure (1.3.7). The trapezoidal

wave can be obtained from a triangular wave by limiting its magnitude to :t AR ,

which is related to the peak value Aa m by Ar = crAm, , where. (J is called the

triangulation factor, because the waveform becomes a triangular wave when a= I.

Trapezoidal modulation increases the fundamental output voltage upto 1.05 Vs, but

the output contains low order harmonics. In harmonic injected modulation, the

modulating signal is generated by injecting selected harmonics to the sine wave. It

provides a higher fundamental amplitude and low distortion of the output voltage. In

delta modulation [12], a triangular wave is allowed to oscillate within a defined

window tN, above and below the reference sine wave Yr' The inverter switching

function is generated from the vertices of the triangular wave Vc (fig. 1.3.8). The ratio

of voltage to frequency can be conveniently controlled using delta modulation,

particularly in the applications of ac motor control.

The optimal PWM techniques are based on the optimization of particular criteria

[13,14] like minimization or elimination of desirable harmonics, peak currcnt and

harmonic current distribution etc. It is opposite in nature of natural or unifonn

sampling method and therefore optimal PWM techniques require the PWM wave to be.

16
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specified a priori in tenns switching instants and realization of ultimate data by their

determination through numerical techniques. Optimal PWM strategy has a certain

methodology and require microcomputer for computation of data to get optimal result

of the target. Thcrefore, a high speed microprocessor is needed for cfficicnt/successful

adaptation of optimal PWM schemes.

High performance ac machine drives use current controlled, PWM (fig. 1.3.9). Motor

torque imd flux are directly related to the current. To get regulated voltage output a

feed back control loop is provided for necessary voltage compensation. In currcnt

controlled hysteresis band PWM method, a current teed back is applied tor necessary

voltage compensation resulting regulated output. The magnitude and frequency of the

desired current wave are determined by the outer control loop. The actual current

wavc is forced to track the prescribed band by back and forth switching of upper and

lower transi~or independent of dc voltage fluctuation.

1.4 Review of microcomputer controlled static convertors

Introduction of microcomputers in 1970's has integrated and diversified the control of

power conversion by static converters. Initially they have been used in the

implementation of logic control functions. As technology improved and thc

microwmputers have become faster, their application expanded to general control

systems, In power Electronics their use may be in many areas such as,

a) Gate or Base drive control of static converters,
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b) Adaptive and Feedback control schemes,

c) Sequential control,

d) Protection and fault detection schemes,

e) Signal monitoring and wave shaping,

f) Data acquisitions, .

g) Diagnostic's and

h) Computation, quality control etc.

Conventional gate or base drive by phase control or square wave signals of SCRs,

BJTs, GTOs and MOSFETs of static converters h!ls long been implemented. At

present, to minimize harmonic losses and to improve application pcrfomJance, various

PWM techniques are being investigated. These schemes when implemented by

microcomputers become more reliable, efficient, versatile and rugged. Microcomputers

have now been accepted universally in power electronics and drive sy~1emsand their

application is on increase continuously in time critical applications such as switching

regulators. In future, they will play vital roles not only in high level supervisory

control but also in low level power control, specially, in drives and power systems.

In 1982, a firing scheme Was used based on microprocessor to control a three phase

thyristor converter using look up table algorithm [15]. In the sanle year, a six pulse

converter firing pulse generator was suggested which used an eight bit microprocessor

[16]. In 1985, a fast response microprocessor based firing scheme and control
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teclmique for a phase controlled rectifier was developed and tested [17J. During the

sanle period, microcomputer control of static choppers and inverters were also

suggested. In particular complicated PWM switching strategies were also implemented

on OFF line basis to control inverters.

In 1982 [18], digital control systems applying the mIcroprocessors have been

investigated to provide compact, low cost and maintenance free thyristor control. A

circuit for DC to DC SCR chopper was presented in 1983 [19]. In 1981 120J,

microprocessor controller for an SCR converter with improved power factor was

presented. In 1984 [21], microcomputer based control of a sinusoidal photovoltaic

power conditioning system was developed. TIle control functions were implemented

using Intel 8751 single-chip microcomputer based hardware and software.

In the PWM waveform generation side several microprocessor based sY51emswere

investigated in 1978 [22]. Implementation of a three phase sine PWM inverter control

strategy using microprocessor was presented in 1982 [23]. To save CPU time, the

efficient DMA technique was used for transferring switching pattern from menlory to

thc pulse amplifier and isolation circuits of individual thyristors in the inverter bridge.

TIle memory requirement is minimum. Interest continues in microcomputer based

PWM schemes for AC drive systems in recent years. A high performance Intel 8086

microcomputer based pulse width modulator had been described in the year 1983 [24 J.

It operates 011 the computation intensive unifonn sanlpling method in the low
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frequency region, whereas, the higher frequency region is based on look up table

metll0d . Recently an on-line microcomputer based PWM switching pattem generation

has been reported using solution of simple algebraic equation [25]. The technique is

simple and easy to implement having added advantages of On-line modulation

parameter change and diagnostic option.

1.5 Objective of the Thesis.

In tilis tilesis, a new control strategy is proposed to operate induction motors at their

maximum achievable efficiencies at different loads. The control strategy will be to

maintain a certain VII ratio of tile input to achieve tile desired operation of111emotors.

111e scheme will require tile terminal voltage and current sensing for 111econtrol.

However, it will not require tile speed feed back and on-line efficiency measurements

as required by metilods so far reported. The second objective of this thesis is to veritY

the developed control strategy at lower tilan rated voltage operation of an induction

motor at variable load. The desired VII value will be maintained by a pulse width

modulated voltage controller. In tile process of verification it is also desired to

implement the pulse width modulated control of a voltage controller hy a

microcomputer. The implementation of SPWM switching technique will use a simple

algebraic equation as reported in reference [25] to generate switching pulses. A novel

method to obtain three phase gating signals and synchronization of these pulses with

supply voltage ( 50 Hz) will also be implemented.
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1.6 Thesis organization:

In the present work a mathematical relationship is developed for a control strategy to

achieve maximum efficiency operation of an induction motor at variable load. To

verifYtlle applicability of the control scheme, operation of an induction motor supplied

from a PWM voltage controller is suggested. The mathematical control strategy is

verified by theoritical and experimental observations for sinusoidal supply in the

laboratory. The PWM voltage controller operation has also been successfully

implemented.

Chapter 1 of the tllesis serves the introduction of the subject matter of the thesis with

brief review of induction motor control by variable voltage, PWM voltage controller,

PWM techniques and the microcomputer control of static converters. 111ischapter also

introduces tlle objective of the thesis in brief.

The theoritical model for the control strategy to get maximum efficiency operation of

an induction motor is presented in chapter 2 of the thesis. This chapter also includes

the experimental verification of the proposed control strategy by laboratory

eXl'eriments with sinusoidal supply. The control strategy suggests to maintain certain

VII ratio of the supply to achieve the maximum efficiency of an induction motor. In

conuuon sense, maintaining constant VII would result in constant slip operation of an

induction motor. If this slip is maintained constant, then the maximum efficiency
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operation is supposed to be achieved. The relationship developed in chapter 2 of the

thesis holds good for all values of the load.

Chapter 3 of tile thesis is devoted to describe microcomputer control of a three phase

voltage controller. A simple algebraic equation is used by the microcomputer to

generate PWM switching signals. A new method of composite bit mapping technique

has been adopted to obtain three phase switching signals and a new synchronization

tec1mique is developed to obtain synchronized switching signals with power supply

voltage. TIle bit mapping scheme and synchronizing technique are also described in

chapter 3.

In chapter 4, concluding remarks with detail discussion, the achievements and failures

ofthe thesis and suggestions for future work are made.
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CHAPTER 2

2.0 Introduction

Induction motors are operated from inverters with Vlf control to improve their

efficiencies at variable load condition. In motors operating at below rated load and

below rated speed, it is desirable to avoid expensive inverters and complicated control

schemes. In this thesis, attempt is being carried out to find out a simplified control

strategy to obtain maximum attainable efficiency of an induction motor at below rated

load conditions in open loop manner by voltage control only.

In this chapter, theoritical and analytical method for predicting maximum attainable

slip and efficiency is presented. The formulations are presented in closed forms without

the necessity of iterative solution involving motor parameters and performance curves

as reported in earlier works [5J.

2.1 Slip at maximum efficiency (without considering constant losses)

Simple relationship of slip at maximum attainable efficiency of induction motors can

easily be obtained from the motor equations considering the equivalent circuit of figure

2.1. Motor's constant losses have been neglected in the following treatment for

simplification.

Power out put of the Motor, Pout= 3122 R2 (~- S)
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Power input of the motor, (2.2)

From equation (2.1) and (2.2), efficiency is given by,

11=

11~(1-8)
31 8

31 1~ +31 1R
1 8 1 1

(2.3)

v
I

1-8
= ---~

I+SR1(11 J
~ 11

Loop(i) Loop (ii)

(2.4)

Figure 2.1 : Equivalent circuit of an Induction motor.

Also, from the equivalent circuit of an induction motor considering the following

,
analysis, we obtain a relationship of.!L in terms of slip and rotor resistance R,.I, .

From second loop,
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From (2.5) relation of current ratio can be expressed as,
Rz1= -S+J(Xz +Xm)

12 JXm

. which can be rewritten as,

and simplified to,

Since X, «1
X.

Equation (2.8) can be written as,

1 2 R 2
1 2
I =1+( )zz 8Xm

Combining (2.4) & (2.9) we obtain,

(2.6)

(2.7)

(2.8)

(2.9)

Which can be simplified to,

1-8

R2 R
1+ 1+ 2 2 18

[8XmJ Rz

(2.10)

For maximum efficiency operation following condition prevails,

dll-=0
dS
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which gives,

or

Since ~» 2S2' Equation (2.15) can be approximately written as,Xm Xm

Equation (2.16) yields the value of slip at maximum efficiency to be,

R2~1S --
T\.mox - X R +R

m 1 2

(2.13)

(2.14)

(2.15)

(2.16)

(2.17)

The above expression tor slip at maximum efficiency is derived without considering

the constant losses of the motor. The expression of slip at maximum efficiency

operation considering the constant losses can also be derived.

2.2 Slip at maximum efficiency (considering constant losses) :

Efficiency of an induction motor is given by

30
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where,

POL = Output power at any load L offull load and

We = Constant losses including friction windage and core losses.

The above can be expressed as follows considering the equivalent circuit of tlle motor

I-S
POL=31z'R1S-W,

I 1 S(wc+ POL)
or, 2 = 3(1- S)R2

Hence the efficiency expression can be written as ,

POL ••• 1
1'/=
POI+3R

1
(~J+(X2+XmJ S(WC+POI) ~1~+SP)R02L)R,+Wc
SX.. X.. 3(1- S)R2 .:>\

which can be simplified to,

(2.19)

(2.20)

(2.21)

POL
1'/=
POL+WC (Rl1+ -

R2

I-S

(~J+(X2+XmJSX.. X ••

(2.22)

S. C • I d POI ffi . be d .IDeelor a given oa P W = constant =K(say), e clency can expresse as,
a+c .

I-S

(~J+(X2+X mJ
SX.. Xm

31

(2.23)
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which shows maximum efficiency 71.... is independent of K or on load fraction and

constant losses and as in equation (2.17) 71.... will occur at slip S~.•••••which can

approximately obtained as equation (2.24) as follows,

(2.24)

2.3 VII Control strategy for maximum efficiency operation;

Focus has been made on the steady state impedance relationship of the motor in order

to obtain a simple control strategy to maintain maximum attainable efficiency at any

load. The input impedance of an induction motor is the ratio of input voltage to the

input current which in terms of motor parameters become slip dependent. 'llle

approximate efficiency relationship of the motor is,

11=1-8 (2.25)

From the above relationship, it may seem that maintaining the constant slip operation

at the value of full load slip would result in motors maximum efficiency all the time.

The slip relationship for maximum attainable efficiency considering constant losses

and variable load has been derived in the previous section. If the slip relationship of

equation (2.17) or (2.24)can be maintained then it is possible to obtain maximum

efficiency operation of the motor at other than rated load. It is our objective to obtain a

simple VII control scheme which will allow us to achieve the mentioned goal without

feedback and without frequency control at speeds below rated speed. To develop a vir
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control scheme the following treatment is followed to obtain a VII relationship in tenns

of motor's &ieadystate parameters and slip at maximum efficiency.

From loop ( i) and (ii) of the equivalent circuit offi2Ure 2.1.

(2.26)

where, II= I (input current)

(2.27)

From (2.26) we can write,

Repla~ing (2.41) in (2.39) we get,

V = [R, + J(X, +XJ]I -.TXm[R JXmI ]
. -'+J(X +x). s 2 m

From which VII can be obtained as,

(2.28)

(2.29)

(2.30)

Since all quantities of the VII ratio (i,e impedance of the motor) is constant except S,

putting the value ofS for maximum efficiency in the above expression will yield a V:I
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ratio maintaining of which will ensure operation of the motor at the set slip of

maximum efficiency.

Equation (2.30) indicates that by adjusting VII ratio of a motor, the slip S can be

attained at desirable values. In the previous section the ralationship has been developed .

for S".~•• for various loading on the motor. Hence, ifwe can predetennine the target slip

from equation (2.24) as the load is changed, we may resort to change in the voltage

until the desired VII is obtained as given by (2.30). This in the long run will ensure the

maximum attainable efficiency operation of the motor at the changed load.

In other word, if the expression for slip at maximum efficiency is put in relation (2.30),

a VII ratio interms of motor constants and load is predetermined, maintaining of which

will ensure the maximum attainable efficiency operation of the motor at a load L,

where L is the fraction offull load.

2.4 Experimental Verification of VII Control Strategy

. A three phase wound rotor 380 volt, 175 watt machine was tested for the verification

of the VII control strategy developed in the previous section. The motor parameters

were determined by standard block rotor and no load tests. 'DIe parameters were found

as,

R1 = 46 ohmlphase

R2 =92 ohm/phase
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Xl =36 ohm/phase

X2 = 36 ohm/phase

Xm = 580 ohm/phase

With the parameters, the slip at which maximum efficiency should occur may be

obtained from equation (2.24). TIlis slip value put in the VII relationship equation

(2.30) of the motor, the impedance of the motor or VII ratio was found to be 550. As

outlined in the previous sections, maintaining this ratio should maintain the maximum

attainable efficiency of the motor at any operating load. To verifY this an eXl'eriment

was designed with the same motor with a dynamometer as load, the motor having the

provision for variable sinusoidal voltage supply from a three phase variac. TIle motor

was te~1edfor several load conditions (0.16 N-M to 1.00 N-M). For each loading (say

0.16 N-M) the load was kept constant by dynamometer knob adjustment while the

. supply voltage to the motor was changed by the variac. Readings were taken for V, 1,

Input power, Output power and the Speed of the motor. TIlese were recorded and are

presented in appendix 1. For each loading condition (constant load) efficiency, slip and

a VII ratio of the motor were calculated from experimental data and they are plotted in

figures 2.2 to 2.9. It is evident from these figures (efficiency vs slip) that the maximum

attainable efficiency of this test motor occurs near the predicted slip of9.15. Also from

the efficiency vs VII ratio curves, it is evident that the VII ratio is almost equal to 550. ...r-

Similar experiments on other motors will also justifY the validity of the slip and VII " (r \..... "I
~ /.
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ratio of induction motor expression for maintaining the maximum attainable efficiency

at various loads by voltage variation only. Hence, it can be inferred that by resorting to

a suitable voltage control strategy and maintaining a particular VII ratio determined by

the motor parameters, an induction motor can be operated at its maximum attainable

efficiency at a certain load and below rated speed operation of the motor. In this thesis,

a PWM voltage control scheme controlled by microcomputer is developed for this

purpose which is described in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER-3

3.0 Introduction ..

The voltage to current ratio strategy to obtain maximum achievable efilciency of an

induction motor at various load conditions can be implemented by static voltage

controllers. Normal static voltage controllers are phase controlled and contain

significant low order harmonics. These harmonics are the cause of losses and uneven

torque in ac motors. To reduce the magnitudes oflow order hannonics, filters may be

used. For power applications the filters become large. One of the most effectivemethod

of reducing harmonics of static converter applications is to use pulse width modulated

switching. Pulse width modulation allow~ voltage control of static converter

wavetorms and frequency control where necessary. In this thesis, sine pulse width

modulated scheme of a three phase voltage controller by software control is proposed.

. Superiority of microcomputer based generation of switching signals by software

modules over general hardware system is perceivable from the view point of improved

reliability, stability, flexibility and fast calculations. The scheme outlined in this thesis

can perform on line calculation of switching points of PWM strategy providing smooth

control of various parameters without interruption of the system. In the reported

scheme an intel 80386 DX-2 microcomputer or above may be used for the

implementation,where, the switching patterns of six switches of a three phase voltage

controller are available at the parallel port of the computer.
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The implementation involves,

a. Switching point calculation by microcomputer.

b. Switching signal generation by microcomputer at the parallel port.

c. Synchronization of the switching signal with line voltage.

d. Interface circuit development to drive the gate or base of switches

of static converters.

e. The voltage controller implementation by six static switch modules.

The six switch module performing the function of a voltage controller driving a motor

load is shown in fig. 3.1. Typical PWM gating signals for voltage control of static

power module offigure 3.1 is shown in figure 3.2. It can be noted that the switching

signals are to be synchronized with the line to neutral voltages of the supply voltage for
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Figure 3.1: Three Phase MOSFET Voltage controller
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proper operation of the voltage controller. Expected. gating signals for power module

are shown in figure 3.2. Implementation details with practical results in the form of

voltage controller waveforms are presented in the following sections.

3.1 SWITCHING POINT CALCULATION OF SINE PWM
SWITCHING [25].

The calculation technique of switching points of sine PWM method has been suggested

in reference [25]. The technique provides a simple algebraic equation for the

calculation of SPWM waveform generation. Figure 3.3 shows the sine modulating &

the carrier triangular waveforms. In figure 3.3, the mid point a; of the i-th pulse of the

switching point is,

(2i -l)1t
9i=-N-- (3.1)

As the width of the i-th pulse is directly proportional to Em sinai (instantaneous value

of sine modulating wave) and inversely proportional to E c ( magnitude of the carrier

wave), the widths can be related as,

(3.2)

where, 0; is the pulse width of the ith pulse, t; and t;_1 are the ith and (i-l)th switching

instants of the modulated wave. Slope of the rising edge of the triangular wave can be
, .

, .

related as,

r
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{t, - (e, + 2~ )] = E••sin rot,

and the slope off ailing edge can be related as,

_it -(e -~)~=Esin rotll-I I 2N U m I-I

Combining equations (3.3) and (3.4), we obtain,

8i It E
- - - = ---"'-(sin rot + sin rot )ro N S . .-1

(3.3)

(3.4)

(3.5)

(3.6)

With a fair degree of accuracy, E.•(sin rot, +sinrot'_I) can be written 2E••sine, (which is

actually the value in regular sampled sine PWM switching). As a result equation (3.6)

can be rewritten as,

2E It
O. =-_.•sine +-, S • N

It 2NE
= - (1+-_ .•sin e. )

N Slt '

It •
0, = N(1+msme,) (3.7)

Once the width ll, of any pulse 'i' of the switching wave is known, the switching points

can be calculated by,

II
t. =(e +-'-)/21tf '
I 12m
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In equations (3. I) to (3.9) the symbols have following meaning .

K, = Constant of proportionality.

S= Slope of the triangular wave =2NE,
It

m = Modulation index = ~m

,

N= Ratio of the frequency of carrier wave to modulating wave = :'
m

Ii,=Width of the 'i'th pulse.

As a simple equation is available for the determination of switchover points of

modulated wave of sine PWM technique, the next step is to generate required PWM

pulse pattern using the above switching equations.

3.2 PWM waveform generation byMicrocomputer.

It has been established in previous research [26,27,28,29, 30] that PWM waveform

generation by microprocessors and microcomputers are superior to their analog

electronic counterparts. However, the implementation so far has been restricted to look

up table based microprocessor strategy in the absence of suitable mathematical

formulation for quick solution of switching points at different modulation parameters.

As a result, most of the previous works reported are EPROM based techniques

incorporating digital ICs for interface. These techniques as they are EPROM based

require large memory and do not contain smooth control of wide range of variation of
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the control parameters even with the large memory size. They also fail to meet the

steady state and transient performance specification of loads connected to static

converters due to slow response time. An algebraic equation to determine switching

points of sine PWM waveform in few nanoseconds opens the horizon of on line

calculation ofPWM pulses. This thesis uses the algebraic equation as described [25] in

previous section to calculate the SPWM switching pulse to employ an on line

microcomputer control of SPWM voltage controller. Unlike the traditional off line

control, the proposed on line strategy uses a high speed microcomputer and its general

facility of the printer port to generate required SPWM switching pulses for a static

voltage controller. The modulation parameters can be changed from key board

command 'on-line'without the interruption of the supply to the load. The method is fast

and accurate and as a result meets the steady state and the transient performance

requirement of the load. The proposed technique is described in the following sections

keeping in mind the following feature of a modem fast microcomputer:

As any computer system consists of a combination of three types of subsystems :

Central ProcessingUnit's (CPU), Direct-Memory subsystemshaving RAM and !ROM

chips, and Input/output (110) interfaces for peripheral control. Between them, the

CPU subsystems supports all the classical arithmetic, logical, and control functions of r-
\J
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the combined system. The Direct-Memory subsystems contain the programmed

instructions to be executed by the individual CPU's on active data with which the

CPU's are operating.

The I/O interfaces performs the critical communication links between the internal

computer operations and the external input/output devices.

A typical block diagram of the fundamental subsystem of a microcomputer and

internal block diagram of a CPU are shown in figures 3.4 and 3.5 respectively. The

CPU is connected to the other elements through the address, data , and control buses.

The width of the data bus normally determines the bit size of a computer. The address

bus specifies the memory location, the control bus determines the operation from or a

memory location, and the data bus bears data or instruction from the specified memory

location.

The computer interface contains adapters to support speaker, keyboard, display

monitor, printer, disk drivers etc. The printer adapter provides the parallel I/O port

with a 25-pin D-shell connector. In this research, an INTEL 80386 DX-2 machine

containing a 32-bit 80386 microprocessor is used.

The printer is connected from printer adapter or parallel adapter of input/output (I/O)

channel. These are shown in the block diagram of System Unit offigure 3.6. The I/O

channel supporting various adapter contains bi-directional data bus, address lines,

interrupt, control lines for memory and I/O read or write, clock and timing lines, DMA
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Figure 3.4 : Fundamental subsystems of a microcomputer system.
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Figure 3.5 : The intemal block diagram of a microcomputer central processing unit (CPt')
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control lines, memory refresh timing control lines, channel-check line, and power and

ground for the adapters. Four voltage levels are provided for I/O cards: +5 volt, -5

volt, + 12 volt, -12 volt dc. The adapters are addressed according to the I/O address

map. Of the connectors, the printer or parallel connector is the only parallel I/O port

which is addressed as 378-37F in Hexadecimal range. Here, 3 indicates parallel port 1.

Ifwe write 2 instead of3, it will address parallel port 2.

The simple communication ports, i,e. parallel printer and serial ports, are non-critical

components in the personal computer machine. Of the two ports, parallel interface port

is the easiest interface to understand. Although there is no well-defined standard for

parallel and serial ports, the IBM style connector has become the de facto standard.

Most IBM machines and clones use a 25-pin D-shell female connector which is

marked either "parallel port" or "printer port" [31]. The parallel adapter or printer

adapter makes possible the attachment of various devices that accept eight bits of

parallel data at standard TTL levels. The block diagram of a printer adapter and

connection specifications of a 25-pin D-shell connector are shown in figures 3.7 and

3.8 respectively [32].

The printer adapter or parallel adapter responds to five I/O iru;tructions : two output

and three input. The output instructions transfer data into 2 latches whose outputs are

presented on pins of the 25-pin D-shell connector numbered as pin-2 to pin-9 for the

. corresponding data bit-O to data bit-7 as shown in figure 3.9. Two of the three input
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instructions allow the processor to read back the contents of the two latches. The third

allows the processor to read the real time status of a group of pins on the connectors.

When the printer adapter is used to attach a printer or any device that accept eight bits

of parallel data at standard TIL levels, data or commands are loaded into an 8-bit

latched output port and the strobe line is activated, writing data to the printer or

passing pulses of required patterns to the interfaced device connected with the adapter.

The SPWM switching pulses for a three phase voltage controller system will be

available at the parallel connector.

3.2.1 Composite byte Generation.

The switching pattern generation of three phase static converters by a microcomputer

uses the algebraic equation to calculate the switching points for given modulation

parameters. The switching. points are then used to form a composite byte pattern

resembling the switching waves for three phase static converter which are made

available at the data pins of parallel port to be used for gating of static switches of the

converter. For three phase voltage controllers additional requirement is to synchronize

the waveforms with line supply voltage for proper gating of switching devices.

To produce the required pulses at the parallel port, composite byte pattern is generated

by a software routine [33]. For three phase operation PWM patterns are shifted by 60

degrees from each other as shown in figure 3.10. When the whole pulse pattern is

scanned with a sampling time of del, a composite byte of logic 1 for positive voltage
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and oflogic '0' for negative voltage is obtained. If the decimal converted number of this

binary composite byte can be sent to the address 0X378 to be sustained for a time span

of del, then the pattern of this time segment will be reproduced at the eight data pins of

the parallel port. These decimal numbers are stored in an array called deci(num_seg],

where, num _seg = t". Ide!' From figure 3.11 the conversion equation of decimal

numbers to create the array deci(num_seg] can be obtained as,

deci( r] = br22° +br321 + + be' 2' + 0 X 26 + 0 X 2'

Where, r is the segment number = 0, 1,2, , and

brx is the binary I and 0 of the 'element' of segment 'r' and pin 'x'.

In programming, the creation of deci(num _seg] is not needed to sum up the converted

numbers of ,element' bearing logic O. Initially all elements are assigned 0 and creation

of array deci(num_seg] is started by running the decimal converted numbers only for

elements where logic is I and the creation of array is performed pin wise instead of

segment wise manner executing the following formula,

deci( r ] = deci( r ] +2,.K

Where, K represents pin numbers as shown in figure 3.10.

Six switching pulses to be generated have phase shifts from one another. The wave

shapes of the switching pulses for each pin will be same with the fact that they starts

from different initial position as,

init = 0.0 for K= 5
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of their generntlon Itt tht, t'OITespondlng dlltll pins, one 1"01'
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init = 1m/3 for K= 4

init = 21m/3 for K= 3

init = 1m/2 for K=2

init =51m/3 forK=l

init = 1m/6 for K=0

The flow chart for the generation of the composite byte is shown in figure 3.11 and this

is used in the subfunction in the main program to generate three phase switching

pulses.

3.2.2 On Line real time pulse generation.

Initially time span 'del' of each segment is difined by executing a dummy FORLOOP

having 'YY' number of iterations. For on-line control, the program algorithm should

inflict the parallel port of the computer to generate switching pulses without any

interruption for changing modulation parameters. Provision is made to stop the

generation only when 'q' is pressed on the key board. The flow chart of the main

program for ON-LINE control is shown in figure 3.12 (a) and 3.12(b). The program

algorithm starts with a dermed initial set of parameters and its corresponding

composite byte array deci[num_seg] executing subfunction Combyte ( ). The program

checks whether any key is pressed using l.lubfunction Kbrut ( ). If no Key is pressed the
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Start

Define In, f, fc

Defer mine composite byte array
deci[num _seg] by combyte( )

NO

YES

For 'state' = 'q'

'state' = In, f. f., c

Figure 3. 12 (a) : Flow chart of the main program used for ON-Line
Generation ofPWM gating Pulse.
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NO

Store new value to 'val'

m= val if'state'= 'm'
f=val if'state'='f
fc=val if'state'='fc'

Determination composite byte
array decii[num _seg)by composite

Execute Genpulse ( ) to produce pulses

Stop

Figure 3. 12 (b): Flow chart of the main program used for ON -
LINE Generation ofPWM gating Pulse.
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program will execute Genpulse ( ) to produce switching pulses with initial parameters.

If a key other than 'q' is pressed it will be stored as 'state' which will defme a particular

parameter that is to be changed. It will be 'fe' , if carrier frequency has to be changed

and 'm' if modulation index has to be changed. The new value is then assigned by key

board input displayed on the monitor screen. This value is stored in a buffer 'val' . Only

when the composite byte array deci[num _seg) with new set of parameters is executed (

by subfunction combyte () ) the program will execute the 'Genpulse( )' portion of the

program to generate the new patterns of switching pulses at the parallel port of the

computer.

3.2.3 Generation of pulses at the parallel port.

To generate the required switching pulse pattern at the parallel port of the computer

subfunc1ion Genpulse(.) is used. Parallel port will generate pulses at its data pins as a

composite byte when it is addressed as Ox378. This subfunction will sustain for each

and every byte corresponding to the decimal numbers of the deci[num_seg) for a time

span of del sequentially. Once all the bytes of the array deci[num_seg) are addressed,

one cycle of the pulse patterns is completed. In this way the subfunc1ion Genpulse(.)

will be repeated until main program makes a 'quit' from the key board. The flow chart

for the subfunc1ion Genpulse(.) is given in figure 3.13.
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Start

Composite byte array deci(num_seg

For(r=O: r<num_seg:r++)

Output b (0X378,

An empty for loop Having Executing time of del

Return

Figure 3.13 : Flow chart of the subfunction Genpulse ().
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3.2.4 Synchronization of PWM wave with Line to
Neutral voltage.

Proper gating of static switches of three phase voltage controllers and controlled

rectifiers depends on the synchronization of gating pulses with the line to neutral .

voltage of the input to these converters. To synchronize the PWM waveforms

generated by microcomputer with the line to neutral voltage of the input supply

waveforms the interface circuit offigure 3.14 is used.

220 V fonner 6 V
20/6

Pin 11

5 V. Zener

Figure 3.14 InterfaceCircuit for synchronizedPWM pattent

A square wave synchronized with the sinusoidal reference is generated using a zero

crossingdetector circuit The synchronized square wave is made TTL compatiable and

fed to one input pin (pinll) of the parallel port. The software program is so designed

that it starts sending the PWM pattem to pins of parallel port at the positive zero
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Parallel Port

In pin

out pin

Monitor
11

2

3

4
Microcomputer

5

6 T
7

Keyboard

Figure 3.15 :Hardware schematic of implementation of synchronization
ofPWM waveforms with supply voltage.

crossing edge of the square wave (read from pin 11) . The software for PWM

waveform generation is preceeded by status reading of pin 11 of the parallel port.

When the pin status is high it enters the PWM pattern calculation loop for one of the

phases. Once the pattern for one of the phases is calculated and stored, the patterns for

other two phases are generated by shifting the already calculated pattern by 120 degree

and 240 degree. These patterns are stored and all three patterns and their inverted
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YES

CalculatePWM pattern and
store then in a array a i

i=i+1,
j = im •• /3+1,
k=im •• /3+j

if j>im •• set j=j-im ••

if k > imax set k = k - imax

b=al'Ci =ak,pi =al +bj +Cj
Datal-56-7Pi.
Send data to port

NO

Figure 3.16 (a) : The flow chart of determination of3 phase PWM waveform from .
single phase pattern synchronized with line to neutral voltage.
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Calculate PWM pattern
and store them in ai

i = i+l,j= imax/3+ l,k = imax/3+i

if j > i••ax• set
I

b= aj.ci = ai,Pi = ai + bi +Ci

dataj = 56-7Pi
Send Dala; to port I

imu=i

No

Fig. 3.16 (b) :Theflow chart of determination of3 phase PWM waveform from
single phase pattern synchronized with line to neutral voltage.
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patterns are made available to the 6 output pins of the parallel port. The PWM data are

stopped at the positive edge of the square wave and a fresh cycle is repeated.

3.2.5 Computer generated PWM pulses.
The waveshapes of six SPWM pulses available at the parallel port of an intel 80386

DX-2 microcomputer have been observed. The signals of figures 3.17 are of pin 2

and 7 having phase shift of 60 degree. The number of pulses thus generated have

reasonable accuracy . Figures 3.20 to 3.23 are for different carrier frequency and

figures 3.24 to 3.27 are for different modulation index of the single phase voltage

controller. As expected changing modulation index to higher values produces pulse of

wider width which will result voltage control in a voltage controller. Whereas, change

in carrier frequency produces more pulses per modulating cycle indicating the shift of

dominant harmonics to move at higher frequency of the spectra. The typical output

waveform of the voltage controller switched by computer generated pulses are shown

in figures 3.20 to 3.27 for smgle phase operation of the voltage controller. To interface

the computer generated pulses with the voltage controllers power circuit, the following

interface circuit is used.

3.3 Interface of microcomputer with three phase voltage
controller & syncronization.

The three phase voltage controller circuit designed for experimental test is shown in

figure 3.18. The switching devices used in the voltage controller are power MOSFETs
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Figure 3.J 7 : Output pul~es awuJable al paraJld ~wrl at 60 de?ree a~'aJl ;)f
pili no's. 2 & 7.
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Figure 3.18: Three Phase Voltage Controller Circuit With MOSFET switching
devices.

Note: Drain source diodes are MOSFETs inherent inbuild diodes, hence external
diodes are not necessary.
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Figure 3.19: Syncronizing with phase A

N.B : ps2 GND & computer GND is same, But psI GND is separate.
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Figure 3.20: Output waveform of voltage controller at Em '" (I. I, t~.~4 ~O Hz.
fm=50.0 Hz.
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Figure 3.21: Output wavefonn of voltage contp)lIer at Em~'0.1, 1~=, <;<0Hz,
fm"50.0 Hz.
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Figure 3.22: Output waveform ofvolla~e controller at Em= 0.1, f~= 7~OHz,
fnr50.0 Hz.
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Figure 3.23: Output waveform of voltage controiler at ErnO" 0.1. f, = 10(\0 Hz.
flTl"'50.0 Hz.
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Figure 3.24:0utput wavefonn of voltage conl.rolicr at a'''O.2S, E", 'c 0.25. f.,"~S(! Hi:'
fm=50.0 Hz.
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Figure 3.25:0utpul waveform ofvollage conl.rolle.rat a=0.50, Em '" 0.50, f<= 450 H;:.
frrF50.0 Hz.
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Figure 3.26:0ulput wavcfol'ffi of voltage cont.roller at a~"O.7.\ Ere;'" (1.75. f,=' 450 Hz,
fm=500 Hz.
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Figure 3.27:0utput waveform of voltage conl.r.;,l!er at a'"O.90, E",~'0.90, f," 45(, Hz,
f1TF50.0 Hz.
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with internally fabricated diodes across drain source terminals. As a result two

MOSFETs connected in series with load serve as a bi-directional switch. Gates of these

MOSFETs are to driven by PWM signals g1 to g6 produced by microcomputer. For

the interface of microcomputer signals at the pin 2 - 7 of parallel port with gates of

respective MOSFET of voltage controller, opto couplers with separate power source

for the output transistors of opto coupler are used The light emitting diodes of opto

couplers are directly driven by computer generated signals through an input resistor of

1 Kilo Ohm for each signal.

The output of the opto coupler is completely isolated from computer (as they are

supplied by separate source). The outputs of opto couplers are connected to reference

gate of MOSFETs of voltage controller circuit. Figure 3.18 shows the interface circuit

with microcomputer with gates of voltage controller MOSFETs for phase Van. Figure

3.19. Also shows the synchronization pulse generation circuit necessary for

synchronizing the PWM gate pulse with the supply voltages for proper operation of

voltage controller. The synchronizing circuit is necessary in only one phase because

synchronization of gate pulse of one phase with supply voltage will also ensure the

synchronization of gate pulses for other two phases.

The synchronization pulse generation basically consist of a transformer connected to

phase 'A' supply to provide a low voltage sine wave in phase with Van. The low

voltage sine wave at the secondary of the 220/6 V transformers is the input to zero
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crossing detector which produces a square wave in synchronism with Van. This square

wave is passed through inverters and brought to 5 V level by zener diode circuit and then

fed to pin 11 of the parallel port of the computer to edge trigger PWM gating signals by

software routine as described in the following paragraph.

Synchronization of gate pulse with Van supply:

State of pin 11 controls the flow of data from parallel port. State' l' stops transmission

and state '0' allows data transmission. In the program pin 11 is made high (state' 1')

causing stoppage of data transmission. This is done by assigning '1' the value of inport

being shifted one bit right and then masked by 214 1214 to get the state' I' at the pin 11 of

the parallel port. After bit wise masking, only pin II will be state' l' and rest will be '0'.

16384= I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

, ll~_o

15 14 13 12 II 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 I__ Data order

pin II

A "FORLOOP" logic is applied in the main program to read pin status of the pins. In the

above configaration, it is evident that '0' state of square wave means '0' state of pin 11

and SPWM pulse will be transmitted and during '1' state no data will be transmitted.

The PWM pulses produced by the main program stays on the pins as pin '11' remain in

state '1 '. But as the pin '11' becomes zero at every zero crossing of supply voltage, the

pin cleven by wired 'OR' combination becomes zero which allow the PWM pulses to be

transmitted starting at the begining of the positive zero crossing of sine wave.
(.~\
. .' '''Ii, ,
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CHAPTER 4

4.0 Conclusion

Squirrel cage induction motors are ilie most used ac motors in industries today. They

are simple in construction, cheap, reliable, and may be used in hostile environment

requiring less maintenance and care. Introduction of power electronic control made

possible ilie use of induction motors in variable speed drive applications and hence

reducing ilie dependence of costly and difficult to maintain dc motors. Motors in most

of the applications do not operate at constant loading during ilieir entire period of

operation. If load changes, ilie motors under rated voltage operation do not run at their

maximum efficiency condition. Maximum efficiency of an induction motor occur near

ilieir rated load condition when operated by the rated voltage. At any other load, the

maximum efficiency attainable also change. To maintain the operation of the motor at

that maximum attainable efficiency usually variable frequency VIf control is employed

using inverters or cycloconverters. However, inverter controls are very expensive and

sophisticated normally used in many low cost applications. Since it is usually practiced

iliat loading of motors are not to be exceeded beyond ilieir rated load, a simple control

strategy for lower than rated load operation of induction motor would have been very

much appreciable.

In iliis thesis, a control strategy is proposed for variable load induction motor operae

. in which changing ilie voltage of ilie motor to obtain a certain VII value interms of
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motor parameters will keep the operation to its maximwn attainable efficiency. The

strategy was developed using simple argument that the slip of the motor can be found

for its Inaximum attainable efficiency in terms of motor parameters. Substituting this

efficiencyvalue in motors impedance relationship give us a VII ratio in terms of motor

parameters. Which indicate that changing the voltage of a motor by appropriate

voltage control will allow us to reach the desired VII value which in the long run will

ensure motor's maximwn attainable efficiency at changed load. This simple control

strategy can easily be implemented either by auto transformers or by static voltage

controllers.

In this thesis the proposed control strategy is first verified by running a 3 phase

induction motor at variable load supplied from a variable voltage from an auto

transformer. It has been demonstrated that the arguments followed in the above

mentioned control strategy holds good with very insignificant/acceptabledeviation.

Rcst of the thesis work is devoted in the developmentof a microcomputer based on line

operation of a three phase MOSFET PWM voltage controller. The results of previous

research works on switching point calculation and PWM pulse generation was

extended to provide synchronized PWM gate pulses for the operation of a 3 phase

PWM voltage controller. Successful microcomputer control of the static voltage

controllerhas been shown in the thesis in the form ofwaveshapes of gate pulses and

voltage controllers output waveform. The voltage control of the PWM voltagc

controller was achieved on line by the variation of modulation index of modulation
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process. In implementing the control, simple teclmiques have been used allowing us to

use the microcomputer without the need of extra AD/DA cards. The method used the

parallel port of the computer as input/output port and rest of the job has been software

controlled in c++ language.

In short, the main objectives achieved in this thesis are twofold. One is the

development of suitable VII control strategy for the maximum attainable efficiency

operation of an induction motor under variable load condition. The second one is the

development of a microcomputer controlled PWM voltage controller to implement the

proposed control strategy.

4.1 Recommendation of the future work.

It is evident from the previous discussion that major goals towards the achievement of

this research work has been fulfilled. Remaining part of the objective of the research is

to integrate the proposed control scheme and the developed microcomputer controlled

PWM voltage controller in a single package to run an induction motor in the field with

variable load. The field tests will validate the importance and practicality of such

control strategy. The integration part will require the development of proper voltage,

current and load monitoring of the total scheme and their continuous monitoring by the

computer. Major software and hardware development is necessary for this purpose

which will eventually allow one to make the control automatic without human

interaction. Such a control will be highly desirable in most of the unattended motors in

operation.
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APPENDIX -A: MOTOR TEST DATA
Motor ratings: 175 W. 380 V. 0.53 A, 1315 RPM

DATA.l : APPUED LOAD: 0.10 NoM

Y-'L-LI I'PHASE'
,nyu I ,""n~n RPM SLIP VII
PER PHASE ,g:::rn: THREE PHASE EFFICIENCY RATIO

405 0.340
380 0.300 28.25 51.46 60.72 731.33
380 0.280 28.40 1455 3.00 51.38 64.87 742.33

0 ".; . 8
320 0.280 23.85 1430 4. 7 50.96 71.22 710.61
300 0.240 22.95 1420 5.33 SO.78 74.10 721.71

0.230 22.10 1390 7.33 SO.29 75.95 702.88
260 0.228 21.65 1340 10.67 49.45 76.14 658.40
240 0.240
220 0.245 21.45 12SO 16.67 47.94 74.51 518.45
200 0.245 21.80 1220 18.67 47.44 72.54 471.32
190 .260 22.50 1200 20.00 47.11 69.79 415. 0

DATA -2: APPUED LOAD: 0.25 NoM

Y L-L I PHASE PER PHASE THREE PHASE

380 0.300 31.25. 1440 4.00 64.70
380 0.280 1430 4.67 64.44
340 0.270 30.00 1415 6.67 64.04
320 0.260 28.65 1400 6.67 63.65

1
280 0.300 28.00 1380 9.33 62.60 71.96 538.88
260 0.306 28.00 1340 10.67 62.08 71.38 482.18

0 1 .
220 0.310 28.00 1280 14.67 60.51 69.55 409.74
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APPENDIX -A : MOTOR TEST DATA
Motor ratings: 175 W, 380 V, 0.53 A, 1315 RPM

DATA -3 : APPLIED LOAD: 0.40 N-llil

i~,V?~ TRue I L,n,7pHASE'
I'n~u, RPM "L'~ v-r"~;~~PHASE

vn
V Lol PER PHASE EFFICIENCY RATIO

'Inc ~.

380 0.320 41.70 1400 6.87 85.64 68.46 685.62
360 O. 40.80 1400 6.67 8. 6 .87 ~.84
340 0.300 40.30 1380 7.33 85.22 70.48 i 654.35
320 0.280 38.50 1360 9.33 83.97 70.86 I 63 .09
300 0.290 39.50 1350 10.00 83.55 70.51 597.28
280 0.290 39.50 1320 12.00 82.29 69.44 557.46
260 38.80 1290 14.00 81. 67.87 500.38
240 0.305 40.25 ; 1240 17.33 78.94 65.38 454.32
220 0.325 40.00 I 1150 23.33 75.17 62.64 380.83

DATA'" : APPLIED LOAD: 0.50 N-llil

I VOL' Rue
I L1n17pHASEI

I'n~ul RPM "LW vn
V'Lol' PER PHASE THREE PHASE EFFICIENCY RATIO

0.3" 100.30 i

380 0.330 50.25 1395 7.00 100.04 66.36 , 664.85
360 0.320 49.00 1380 8.00 89.28 67.52 649.54
34 O. 10 48.1C 1360 9.33 8.21 68.06 633.24
320 0.315 48.00 1345 10.33 97.42 67.66 566.53
300 0.315 48.00 1310 12.67 95.59 66.38 549.87
280 0.320 48.00 1280 14.97 94.02 95.29 I 505.20
280 0.340 48.00 , 1240 17.33 91.93 , 63.84 I 441.52
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APPENDIX .A : MOTOR TEST DATA
Motor ratings: 175W. 380 V, 0.53 A,1315 RPM

DATA..s : APPUED LOAD: 0.80 N.'II

APPUED~~TAGE InrUI RPM SUP u~IPUTPOWER MOTOR VO
V -L .PHASE' PER PHASE THREE PHASE EFFICIENCY RATIO

71.
380 0.350 52.00 1360 9.33 112.45 72.09 626.86
360 0.340 51.50 1350 10.00 111.82 72.38 611.33
340 0.340 51.00 1330 11.33 110.67 72.27 5n.37
320 0.330 51.00 1310 12.57 109.31 71.44 559.87
300 0.340 50.00 1250 16.57 105.64 70.36 509.44
280 0.355 51.00 1230 18.00 104.28 68.16 455.39
260
240 0.410 52.00 1080 28.00 94.86 60.81 337.91

DATA.o : APPUED LOAD: 0.75 NoM

V-'L-L' .PHASE'
INPUT RPM ~ur ~THREEPHi.S't V"
PER PHASE EFFICIENCY RATIO

4 0 1 1 3.81 71.94 607.75
380 0.370 61.00 1350 10.00 133.03 72.69 592.97
360 0.365 60.50 1330 11.33 131.46 72.43 569.46

129.10 .55
320 0.390 61.50 1260 16.00 125.96 68.27 473.74
300 0.400 63.20 1230 18.00 123.60 65.19 433.03

1 .11
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APPENDIX -A : MOTOR TEST DATA
Motor ratings: 175 W. 380 V. 0.53 A, 1315 RPM

DATA ~7: APPueo LOAD: 0.10 NoM

V Il'<:"'~< Iu~ '"PER PHASE" K•••• ~u~ -;;~;~ ';;;';''E ••••••, UK vn
EFFICIENCY RAOO

380 0.410 71.00 1310 12.67 150.46 70.64 535.12
360 0.410 71.00 1200 14.00 '46.56 69.76 506.96
3<0 0.420 71.00 1250 16.67 144.81 67.99 t 467.39
320 0._ 71.10 1206 19.67 140.57 65.90 419.90
300 0.470 72.00 1140 24.00 134.44 62.24 368.53

1 .99

DATA -8 : APPUED LOAD: 1.0N~

APP 0 E R S P MOTOR •
V PHAS PER PHASE EFFICIENCY RAOO

1
360 0.450 .60 1260 66.39 461.89
3<0 O. .00 1210 64.21 426,75
320 0.<190 81.00 1160 61.10 377.00
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Appendix-B

~****************************************************************
I I Program for on line control of voltage controller by SPWM
~****************************************************************

# include <stdio.h>
# include <ctype.h>
# include <stdlib.h>
# include <iostream.h>
# include <dos.h>
# include <conio.h>
# include <math.h>
# include <fstream.h>
# include <\tc\classlib\include\timer.h>
# include <\tc\classlib\source\timer.cpp>

II This part identifies all the variable used in this program

double p, x;
int n, N, i, ii, iI, i2, i3, i5, NI, j, k, r, I ;
int deci[3000], a, b, num_seg, bb, bbb;
float fe, Em, Ec, WIn, fin, am, sp, tm, tt, del;
float t[50], theta[50], the[50], dev[50];
double Ftime=O.O;

int flag = 0;
char state =' , ch', ,
char val[lOO], z;
Timer Ftimer;
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Appendix-B

II This fimction calculates the timing instants and generates deci(nwu_seg]

void SPGDA (void)

{
puts ("running ...");
Nl=O',
Ec=1.0;
wm=2.0*M]I*fm;
tm=1.O/fm;
nwu_seg=tm/de1;

printf ("\segment=Olod\n",num_seg);
printf ("\del=%t\n",del);
N=fc/fm' ,
am=Em/Ec' ,

for(i=l ;; i++)
{
theta(i]=«2.0*i-1.0)*M _ PI)/N;
dev(i]=(M ]IIN)*(l +am*sin(theta(i]))/(2. O*M]I*fm);
the(i]=theta(i]/(2.0*M ]I*fm);
i3=2*i',
i2=2*i-l' ,
for(il=i2; il<=i3; il++)
{
x=-1.0;
p=pow(x,il);
t(il ]=(the(i]+p*dev(i]/2.0);
if(t(il ]>=M]I/wm)break;
}
Nl=il:
if(t(il ]>=M]I/wm)break;
}
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Appendix-B

Iffhis portion generates deci[mun_seg] array
for(r=O; r<nwn_seg;r++) deci[r]=O;
for(k=O; k<6; k++)
{

if(k= =0) sp =0.0;
else if(k= =1) sp =trn/6.0;
else if(k= =2) sp =trn/3.0;
else if(k= =3) sp =trn/2.0;
else if(k= =4) sp =2.0*tm/3.0;
else if(k= =5) sp =5.0*tm/6.0;

for(ii =1; ii < Nl; ii = ii+2)
{for (tt=t[ii]; tt<=t[ii+l]; tt=(tt+del))

{r=(int) «tt+sp )/del);
if(r>(nwn _seg))
r=(r-(nwn_seg));
deci[r]=deci[r]+(int) (Pow(2.0,(float)(k))) ;

}
}

}
}

II This function generates the required pulses

void SPWM(void)
{

union REGS regs;
do {

regs.h.ah=2; .
regs.x.dx=O;
int86 (OXl?, &regs, &regs);

}while «regs.h ..ah & Ox80) = = 0);
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Appendix-B

for (r=O; r<nurnn_seg;r++)
{
outportb (Ox378, deci[r];
a=l' ,
do{
b= 2*3',
bb =b*2' ,
bbb =bb*2' ,
}while (++a<=15);
}

}

/ffhis is the main program

void main (void)
{

Em=O.l;
fc=550',
fin=50.0;
Ftimer.reset ( );
Ftimer.start ( );
a=l' ,
do{
b=2*3',
bb=b*2',
bbb=bb*2',
} while(++a<=lO);
Ftimer.stop( );
del=Ftimer.time( );

SPGDA();
for(;state !='q';)
{

if(!tlag&&kbhit() )
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{state = getch( );
printf("\n I am ready to take new [%c] ..\n\n", state);
flag=l;
z=0',

}
if (flag&&kbhit( ) )
{ch=getche( );
if (isdigit( ch) II ch= = '.')
{val[z++]=ch;}

else {val[z]=0;
switch(state ){
case 'f' : sscanf (val, "%f' , &fin); break;
case 'e ' . sscanf(val "%f' &Em)' break'. " , ,
case 'c ' : sscanf(val, "%f' , &fc); break;
}
SPGDA();
flag=O;

}
}
l=inportb(Ox378);
1=1>>1',
1=(1&16384)/16384;
fore;;)
{
if (I = = O)break;
}
SPWM();
}
}
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